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advocate
no
booze
at
MSC'

By Carol Braun

Dr. Roland Dille, Moorhead
State College president,
predicted a "very good year"
for MSC earlier this week,
citing campus liquor
regulations, enrollment, and the
new all-college constitution as
principal issues for the coming
year.
The Promise of '74

Photo by Tom Tollefson.

costs, top staff boost dorm occupancy
By Steve Briggs
Freshmen and returning
upperclassmen who had not
made arrangements to live in
residence halls before they
arrived here Sept. 3 found it
nearly impossible the next day
to get a room.

According to Elliot Garb,
Director of Housing, the
occupancy rate in the residence
halls is up eight per cent over
last fall quarter to 92 per cent,
the highest since 1968, when the
rate reached 100 per cent.

About 40 per cent of the
campus residents are
A secretary of the Housing freshmen ; the other 60 per cent
Office staff said, "We're are upperclassmen, graduate
making use of every available students and special students.
bed, but the occupancy situation
Garb attributes the increased
will be tight until the number of
" n o - s h o w s " c a n b e occupancy rate to the rising
number of upperclassmen on
determined."
campus. He says convenience
Single rooms for fall quarter in location and convenience in
have not been available since economics are two major
June, and almost all double reasons for the increase, and
rooms are now filled. After the added, "We have a very
number of "no-shows" is e x c e l l e n t s t u d e n t a n d
totaled, some rooms will be professional staff."
available, but that will not be
A student in a double rooms
for another two weeks.
pays $120 for board if he has the
21 meals per week plan, or $100
for the 15 meals per week plan.

That is roughly $12 or $10 a week
respectively, and in light of
rising food prices, off-campus
students may be hard-pressed
to live any cheaper.
Other aspects of campus life
haven't changed much since
last year, except for the issue of
alcohol on campus, which is still
undecided.
Residence hall floors are
being set up the same way,
mixing freshmen and
upperclassmen together. Open
house hours will likely stay the
same. The President has set 8
a.m. to 2 a.m. the next morning
as limits, and residence halls
may choose their own hours
between those limitations.
Coed floors have become
more popular every year since
they were started in 1971. There
were three coed floors that
year, seven last year, and nine

this year. As before, all of them
are in Neumaier Hall, with men
living in one section of the floor
and women in the other.
Four floors in East Snarr are
filled with people with roomonly contracts. This policy is
open only to juniors and seniors,
who do their cooking in activity
rooms or on the residence hall's
stove in the kitchen.

The possession and use of
liquor on state college
campuses is still prohibited,
although regulations have been
relaxed at the University of
Minnesota. The state college
regulations have been based on
"the school house law", which
prohibits alcoholic beverages
on campus, and the difficulty of
staying within the 21-year-old
drinking age limit, according to
Dille.
"The last reason has
disappeared with the new ageof-majority law," he said.
"Now almost all of our students
will be old enough to drink
legally."

Although vandalism and
damages to buildings have
decreased recently, Garb
reported that personal security
problems have increased.
Thefts of personal possessions,
bicycles, and break-ins of cars
in the parking lots have become
a problem.

The University of Minnesota
Board of Regents, allowing
liquor on campus, decided that
the University is not bound by
the schoolhouse law. The state
Deputy Attorney General has
ruled that the law does not
apply to state colleges.

"We've provided each
residence hall with an engraver
so residents can put their name
on their possessions. It's up to
the student to take
precautions," he said.

At a recent meeting, the State
College Board asked all college
presidents to work out a system
of regulating liquor on campus
if it should become legal. The
Board will hear the reports at
its November meeting.
...Continued on Page 8

MSC has big faculty turnover for year
With a faculty turnover due to
decreased enrollment, budget
restrictions, the usual leaves of
absences, sabbatical leaves and
resignations, approximately 49
faculty members are leaving
and 34 new' or returning
members are joining the staff.
Several changes also have been
made in administrative
personnel.
According to Dr. Robert
lianson, vice president of
Academic Affairs, the 1973-1974
school year will bring many

changes to the faculty of terminated. Don Kohns is back
Moorhead State College.
from a partial leave.
Dr. Genevieve King is
Dr. Dale Shaw has left the
transferring from Biology Computer Science Department
Department to the New Center. on a leave of absence. Benjamin
Lin has replaced Richard
Dr. H. John Maria has left the Kuenzer. One vacancy remains
Chemistry Department to do to be filled.
some post-doctoral work.
Returning from sabbatical
Thomas Munzenreider has
leave is Dr. Dewey Brummond. resigned from the Economics
Department and will not be
L e a v i n g t h e B u s i n e s s replaced.
Department is James Matchy
Leaving the Education
because his special grant was Department are Dr. Michael

Minnesota. Dr. Rufus Bellamy,
Dr. Bernard Harriman and Dr.
Mary Pryor are taking
sabbatical leaves. John
Sherman is on a leave of
absence to work on his
doctorate and Dr. Daniel
Krampton has resigned. Dr.
Clarence Glasrud is back after
a year's work in the Tri-College
Humanities Forum and Dr.
Robert Pender is back from
Dr. John McCune has left the sabbatical leave.
MSC English Department on a
leave of absence to work on his
...Continued on Page 1 8
doctorate at the University of

Carl, who resigned; Dr. Alan
Erickson, who retired, and Dr.
Ronald Litherland, who is on
sabbatical leave. New to the
department are Dr. Dominic
Giovanazzo, Dr. Joseph Decola.
Returning is Dr. Barbara
Wasson. Jane K. Schade and
Carol Haag are new instructors
to the Department of
Adjunctive Education.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS
FROM THE

DIRTY BIRD

where the action is
2 Rock Bands Nightly
Mon.—Lady's Night—8-10
Keg Night 6-7 in Den
Tues.—Beer & Pizza Night
-5:30-8:30
Wed.—Lingerie Show
—12:15 & 5:15-8:30
Thurs.—Lingerie Show
—12:15 & 5:15-8
Fri.—Lingerie Show—12:15 & 5:15
Sat.—Free Chili Saturday afternoon
Noon Buffet Everyday

The Dirty Bird
Junction 10 & 75
MOOR HEAD, MINN.

>
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co-op: merchants not out to 'get' students
By Lynne Bell
The summer work of three
people has culminated in the
formation of the new TriCollege Student Cooperative,
benefiting the students of
Moorhead State College,
Concordia and North Dakota
State University. This program
was organized in order to
establish student discounts in a
variety of Fargo-Moorhead
stores.
Rick Lundeen (Edina), Cindy
Nienas (Concordia) and Doug
Stein (NDSU) contacted nearly
300 area businessmen about
membership in the Coop. By
the end of the summer, the goal
of 45 firms had been reached.
Businesses were cmtacted as
to their relevance to student
needs. In setting up the Coop,
the coordinators tried to obtain FM students will soon be able to shop at a discount thanks to the Student Co-op.
a few stores of a specific type,
In order to fund this program,
so a range of businesses is just a faction of the community These three people will be
represented.
is discriminatory. Also, profit responsible for establishing and an agreement has been made
margins are too low, and the maintaining bulletin boards with the ABC Theaters (Lark
The stores that joined the failure of other discount advertising the program to the and Fargo). They will sell large
Coop saw this as a way of programs.
students, placing ads in college batches of regular $2 tickets to
creating a permanent clientele
communications, making any colleges for $1. In turn, these
and a good way of getting
Each college in the Coop is to necessary changes and keeping will be sold to the students for
students into the stores. Other appoint a coordinator to see that track of how well the program is $1.25, with the 25 cents going to
businessmen objected on the this program continues to work working.
p a y t h e s a l a r i e s of t h e
basis that a discount offered to efficiently on the campus.

Health Center
head resigns
One of the five will be on duty
every day during the week until
12:30, after which the center
will be manned by the nurses
and lab assistants. Since all five
are from St. Ansgar, they will
be on duty in the emergency
ward there after hours and all
emergency calls should be
Replacing LeRud on a part- r e f e r r e d t h e r e ; h o w e v e r
time basis will be five doctors students retain the option of
from St. Ansgar Hospital in being admitted to any of the
Moorhead. LeRud resigned his other four Fargo-Moorhead
position is August to fill the spot hospitals.
of Emergency Service Director
Acting as temporary director
in Detroit Lakes, Minn.
of the Health Center will be Bob
The five doctors serving MSC McLeod, vice-president f o r
will be Dr. Carlson, Dr. Holten, student personnel services.
Dr. Thomas, Dr. Campbell and
McLeod said the Health
Dr. Gjerve.
Center should be able to handle
In addition to the five doctors, the same number of cases as in
students will also be served by the past, but added the extra
three nurses, a lab technician a bonus this year will be the night
l a b a s s i s t a n t a n d t w o time services of the five doctors
at the emergency ward.
secretaries.

With the resignation of Dr.
Mark LeRud as director of
Moorhead State College's
Health Center, MSC students
will see five new faces to
replace him for the 1973-74
school term until a new director
is hired.

The office hours for the
Health Center will remain the
same, opening at 8:30 and
closing at 4:30 on weekdays.

There will be a kegger at
Gooseberry Park this Saturday
afternoon (Sept. 8) for incoming
freshmen and returning
students. An admission charge
of $1 will be levied. Proceeds of
the kegger will be forwarded to
the Moorhead State Students
Association
Incorporate
(student corporation).

Photo by Harold Weatherly III

Nienas, who will be the
coordinator for Concordia, feels
that the program will work out
if the students are reminded
often of the benefits of this
program. She added, "it was a
learning experience , finding
out that businessmen are not
out to get the student."
coordinators, publicity a n d
advertising.

3rd tuition boost in 3 years
crunches MSC students
By Carol Braun

The tuition hike raises the
"The long-range is what I am
percentage of the cost of frightened of," Dille said,
education paid by the students explaining that the Carnegie
from about 25 per cent to about Foundation recently prepared
28 per cent, according to Dille. and published a report calling
"The last few years, tuition has for much higher tuition at
not gone up as fast as the cost of public institutions.
"The
living," he said. "It doesn't Foundation has had strong
seem to have scared anyone out impact on many aspects of
Non-resident undergraduate yet — people are used to price higher education in the past,"
he said.
tuition has been raised from hikes."
$15.50 per credit to $16.25 per
"On the other hand," he
In November the Higher
credit; resident graduate, from
$9.50 to $10.25, and non-resident continued, "the increasingly Education Coordinating
graduate from $19.50 to $20.25. high cost of living is preventing Commission (HECC) will hold a
some families from having the conference on financing higher
"Most of the people involved money to send kids to college." education. "I would guess this
would be the first blow in a fight
in the fight to prevent a tuition
This year's increase is the to raise tuition again," Dille
i n c r e a s e thought this w a s
something of a victory," said third tuition raise in the last said. He added he expects the
D r . R o l a n d D i l l e , M S C three years at MSC. Tuition fight against a tuition hike to
president. He explained that was raised from $5 to $6.75 for consume a good part of his time
originally, a much higher resident undergraduates in 1969 during the coming year.
and from $6.75 to $7.25 in 1971.
In the event an emergency increase was suggested.
should occur when a doctor is
not a v a i l a b l e , s t u d e n t s a r e
urged to contact their resident
assistants or resident directors
to determine if the injury calls
$1.50
$1.25
1950-1955+
for emergency service.
$2.15
$1.90
1955-1956
$2.45
$2.20
1956-1957
While McLeod serves on a
$2.75
$2.50
1957-1959
temporary basis, MSC will
$5.50
$3.50
1959-1963
continue to hunt for a
$6.50
$4.25
1963-1967
replacement for LeRud.
$8.00
$5.00
1967-1969
$15.00
$6.75
1969-1971
McLeod stressed that
$15.50
$7.25
1971-1973
students should call in advance
$8.00
$16.25
1973to make an appointment. He
added that nurses on duty will
+Until 1959, tuition was charged by the quarter instead of by the credit.- The figures for 1950 to
hold cold clinics in the
afternoons after the doctors
1959 were approximated by dividing the tuition for one quarter by 16, a typical credit load.
have gone.
Students at Moorhead State
College this fall are paying 11
per cent higher tuition than last
year, with Minnesota residents
undergraduate tuition raised
from $7.25 per credit to $8 per
credit.

comparative tuition scale
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editorial

j

By Steve Webber

As an excuse for problems Moorhead State College has
encountered in the past and rationalization against
progress in the future, administrators at MSC are
constantly griping about decreasing enrollments.
The problem is, the administrators are the only people
who can change the situation — and they are doing just the
opposite.
Granted they have begun the Promise of^'76 to offer
financial aid to incoming students, but unintentional or not,
they have instituted policy changes that could only serve to
decrease enrollments more.
Besides raising tuition, cutting the number of instructors
and changing the food service plans, MSC will be increasing
their efforts to keep the dormitories as a place where
students can be "kept" instead of a place to "live".
With the rising prices and rumored crackdowns on
visiting and liquor privileges, students would be much
better off financially and otherwise by looking for housing
off-campus.
In one Fargo-Moorhead apartment complex, two students
can live in a carpeted, air-conditioned apartment for $85
each and often less per month. With food and utilities, the
total cost to the student would be nine dollars more for the
nine-month school term then dormitory living.
The nine-month total for the two-bedroom apartment
would come to approximately $939, as opposed to $930 for a
student living in a double room on the 21 meal a week plan.'
The question then is, do you want to save nine dollars, or
spend that money for the extra freedom and convenience of
off-campus living?
In an apartment you have no guards, you can eat what
you want when you want and you can come and go as you
please.
Ideally, this is what the dorms should be like. A dormitory
room should be competitively priced and offer the same
advantages of off-campus living.
If MSC wants to fill the dorms to pay off the bonds used to
build them, things have got to change, but then why should
administrators want to change anything when they can fill
the dormitories to capacity now.

*1uhai booz. ? kJhai doxjs ? •• Dr
M'on and Cbrnoi ^

here we go again
With this first issue of the
1973-74 school year, published
on the year's first day of
classes, the Advocate enters its
third year of operation, as a
student-run newspaper
attempting to serve the
Moorhead State College
Campus Community.
•

Want ad rates will continue
for MSC students at the low 10
cents for 20 words or less and be
available this year, for the first
time, to fellow Tri-College
students at Concordia and
North Dakota State at the same
rate, announced Webb White
(sr-Fargo), returning for his
third year as advertising and
New this year, according to business manager.
Persons
returning Editor Steve Webber, other than Tri-College students
(sr-Burnsville), are:
will be charged $1 for 25 words
or less.
+Increased efforts to try and
cover more faculty and support
personnel news, in keeping with
the paper's announced goal
from the start and MSC's new
all-college constitution:
-l-A new associate editor, Jan
Fredrickson (jr-Hopkins);

-l-A new cartoonist, Steve
Gresbrink (so-Richfield).

On a regular basis the Advocate will be running articles
submitted by administrators or faculty members on the
While the Advocate staff will
editorial page. It is preferred the articles pertain to the do its best to keep up with MSC
individual's area of expertise. Please feel free to expound campus and Tri-College events,
on topics of general interest to all members of the college as well as campus-related news
community and contact the editors of the Advocate on story breaking throughout the
Moorhead-Fargo community,
ideas and deadlines.
~

Y
Moorhead State College students interested
in working on the staff of the Advocate, the
college's campus community newspaper, are
encouraged to attend a staff meeting called
for them by Editor Steve Webber at 8:30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 13, in Room 218 MacLean
Hall. The meeting will be preceded by the
weekly Thursday evening critique class
offered students who work on the staff and
students interested in serving on the paper
are invited to attend if they wish. Cal Olson,
managing editor of The Forum of FargoMoorhead, will be'in charge of the class.

/

Editor's Note:
This year the Advocate welcomes a new cartoonist, Scott
Gresbrink, (so-Richfield). Additional artists are still needed to do
either cartoon strips, caricatures or story illustrations. Interested
individuals should coptact Photography Chief Tom Tollefson.

-l-A new photo chief, Tom
Tollefson (sr-Moorhead);

Editor's Note

p
a

Webber asks for a continual
flow of suggested pictures, news
and feature stories from all
segments of the MSC Campus.

Advocate offices are located
on the north side of the Student
Union in the basement. Phone
numbers are 2551 and 2552.
Webber says the newspaper is
still looking-for staff reporters,
photographers, sports writers,
ad salesmen, copy desk workers
and entertainment writers.
Workers of both sexes are
wanted in all areas. As always,
positions on the paper are open
to any interested student,
regardless of his major.

Returning
managerial
personnel, besides Webber and
White, include: Phil Hilker (soMinnetonka), arts editor, and
Jeff Tiedeman (sr-Crookston),
sports editor.
A weekly, the Advocate will
again be printed by Lakes
Publishing Company of Detroit
Lakes and published on
Thursdays throughout the
school year, with the exception
of final weeks and vacations.

advocate

Steve Webber
Janis Fredrickson
Webb White
Tom Tollefson
Phil Hilker
Jeff Tiedeman
Advertising Staff
Circulation
Cartoonist
Secretaries
Copy Desk

Editor
Associate Editor
Business & Advertising Manager
Photo Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Nancy Bond, Ron Wood
MSC Circle K Chapter
Scott Gresbrink
Donna Bart, Maggie Drahos,
Regina Larson

Writers and Photographers: Carol Braun, Cal Singleton, Ann Pepple,
Steve Briggs, Lynne Bell, Kim Snyder, Jean Ferrand, Rich McLaughlin,
Bruce Miller, Dan Mangold, Sandy Moses, Bruce Hanson, Dave Benning,
Jeff Liss, Phil Powell.

Advocate
The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
Advocate editorials express the opinions of this newspaper's editor, unless
they are signed as being written by another person.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstock
Memorial Student Union.
Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2552. The
Advocate is prepared for publication by the Lakes Publishing Co. of Detroit
Lakes, MN„ and printed in Hawley, MN.
Before it can be considered for publication, any story of feature material
turned into The Advocate must be: a) typewritten on one side of paper only,
b) with typewritten lines 65 spaces wide and c) double-spaced between lines.
Both an original and a carbon copy must be turned in. Nonn the Monday
before is the deadline for material to be published. Thursday of that week,
with the exception of want ads and display ads which will be accepted later at
the discretion of the editor.
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new all-college Constitution
approved without student vote
By Cal

Singleton

Since June 22 Moorhead State
College has operated under a
new Constitution. On May 16
the college community voted on
and approved the new
Constitution and its bylaws.
New Constitutions were
required for all state colleges by
recent State College Board
(SCB) rules. The new rules also
specified what should be in the
new Constitution.
The Board's original deadline
for the new Constitutions was
Oct. 15, 1972. This deadline
proved impossible for MSC and
the other state colleges so the
board granted extensions to
them.
The Constitution and its
bylaws were voted on
separately. The Constitution
could have been approved and
accepted without the bylaws but
they could not be passed without
the new Constitution being
passed.
The college is divided into
three components in the
Constitution, student, faculty
and civil service staff. The vote
on the Constitution was also
divided into three ways with
each component voting
separately.

18 against the Constitution and given to students or civil service
133 for and 18 against the staff members. The purpose of
bylaws. About 50 per cent of the the new Constitution is to allow
more participation from all
faculty voted.
three components (student,
The civil service staff vote faculty . and civil service staff)
was 120 for and 9 against the in college government and
Constitution and 116 for and 12 decisions that pertain to them.
against the Constitution bylaws.
The drafting of the
Constitution took 23 months.
After the vote the Constitution Open hearings were then held in
was sent to the President who in the Biology Hall Auditorium.
turn sent it to the State College College community members
B o a r d w i t h
h i s attended the hearings and
recommendations. The State stated what might be changed
College Board accepted the new in the draft for a better
Constitution. It went into effect Constitution. The drafting
on June 22.
committee considered the
suggestions and acted on some
MSC's previous Constitution of them. The final draft was
pertained only to the faculty then drawn up and distributed
and little or no mention was before the vote.

\

Now
Opening
11:00 A.
AREAS
TOP BANDS
LAMPLITE SPECIAL

Pineapple Pete
HOLIDAY MALL

Tall &
Powerful

MOORHEAD, MINN.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

The students voted down the
Constitution with a vote of 118
for and 153 against. They voted
down the bylaws with a vote of
123 for and 145 against.
The student vote against the
Constitution did not stop it from
passing due to the fact that SCB
rules say that at least 10 per
cent of those eligible to vote in
each compenent must do so in
order for their votes to be
counted.
Only six per cent of the
students voted so their votes
had no effect at all on the
acceptance or rejection of the
Constitution or its bylaws.
The faculty voted 139 for and
r
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Sooner or later it's
all going to hit. (Maybe
it already has.) Whether iz-l
this is year number
one or you're back
again for another
swing at it, TEAM is
glad you're here.
We hope you'll stop
in for the officialtype greeting. And take a
look at the kinds of
electronic assistance we can
offer you. At TEAM we have

ways to help you
cope (and possibly
prevail) this school year.
• stereo music systems
quad music systems
• records and tapes
> portable tape
recorders
• radios
A

• TV's

• calculators
• friendly repartee
• good advice

Now Hiring
Waitresses
PART TIME

Supper Hours
5-9 Weekdays
Weekends
Flexible
20-25 Hrs. Weekly

Embers
3714 Main Ave.

Fargo

WEST ACRES &
DOWNTOWN MOORHEADl

I©

ELECTRONICS
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promises
promises?
B y Phil Hilker
. .1 had just finished unpacking
the last wine bottle covered with
candle drips and an over-blown
poster of two ants in copulative
juxtaposition with the caption,
"I'm an ant eater," when there
was a knock on my door.
.."Irving, are you in there?"
.."Yeah, Mom. What is it?"
.."There's a letter here for you
from Moorhead State College'.
.."Big deal. Just slip it under
the door."
.."Irving, now don't upset your
mother. She has a right to know
about
these things.
And
besides, the school seal is
embossed on the envelope and
your name has been typed on it
with an IBM Selectric."
. ."Mother, please, It's
probably one of those routine
form letters telling me I've
either missed a 1.50 GPA by 3100 of a point or that due to the
Playdough on my walls, I owe
the school $500 for damages to
the dormitory."
.."Irving, if you don't come out
here this instant and read this
letter to your mother, there will
be a sudden halt in all foreign
aid and chocolate chip cookie
care packages will be limited to
three a month."
. .1 hopped up off the mattress,
stumbling over the artificiallyinse minate d cactus my
roommate gave me for Easter
and opened the door.
My
mother had broken into one of
her who-used-the-scissors-last
sweats and her fingers looked
as if they were walking through
the Yellow Pages.

..Two months later, after the
cactus had dried up due to a
lack of love and attention and
the ant eaters had been
replaced by two wart-kissing
frogs with the caption, "I'm a
horny toad," there was another
knock on my door.
.."Irving, dear, there's a letter
here for you from Moorhead
State College."
.."Coming," I answered and
quickly stashed Miss July.
..Mom was standing by the
door beaming like a lighthouse
on the coast of Cape Cod. She
handed me the envelope, letting
her heartbreak of psoriasis
linger reassuringly on my
convulsed fist.

but my sudden case of the heebiejeebies prevented me from
doing simple things.
..Mother picked up the letter,.

which had fallen into the
aquarium when she tried to
snatch it from my palsied palm.
With the cool of a Good Humor,
she ripped open the envelope
and read the letter.
.."Dear Irving
:
You
are to be the recipient of an
Upperclass Scholarship in the
amount of $5. We are sorry that
due to a lack of funds this
c o u l d n ' t
be
m o r e .
Congratulations and best
wishes for success in the
coming school year."

..I'm back at school now and
the last I heard, Mother is
This time it was me who sweated, responding to treatment. As for
as if the TV had gone on the fritz me and the $5, well I bought this
in the middle of "Father Knows neat poster of two rams butting
Best" reruns. I slipped
my it out over this voluptuous ewe.
finger under the seal with the The caption? "You've got my
intention of releasing the letter, goat."

T H E G A M E S R O O M IS Y O U R S
+ Bowling
-f" Pool
+ Air Hockey

-f Ping Pong

+Pinball
+Free Bowling
Lessons

COME IN AND MEET
BRUCE AND GARY

Our
prices are great.

.."All right," I sighed, "give
me the letter."
..Her paralyzed hand didn't
budge so I reached out and
pried each finger away from the
envelope. My name, drenched
with perspiration, looked as if
it had been written with the
wrong end of a crayon rather
than typed on an IBM Selectric.
But everything Mom had said
about the letter was true. I
opened it.
.."Dear Irving
: You are
to be the recipient of an
Upperclass Scholarship. The
amount of this award will be
determined at a later date.
Congratulations!"
..My mother looked like a
happy smile button.

SaitsruJL

We put together a package that will give you years of rich
stereo sound enjoyment at a price you'll really appreciate.
This sytem features a SANSUI 210 RECEIVER.
GARRARD 42 M/S TURNTABLE w/BASE & DUST
COVER + SHURE CARTRIDGE + SRR 77, 10" 3-WAY
SPEAKERS. Stop on out and see this priced-right system
this week, at Stereoland.

EXCLUSIVE

wmi

Tochi
S* Products

C
6

303 ROBERTS ST.
FARGO - 232-7700
A Fine Selection of Natural
Poods, Indian and Oriental
Food.
MANY LOVELY AND
SPECIAL GIFT ITEMS NOW ON SALE!!!

SEE AND BUY THIS
UNIQUE PRINT!
"The impact of a single
fly is terrific".
Buy it signed or
unsigned. Oily $15.00 will
have the artist signature.
Get it at your book store
now.

This will be a
collector item.

NOW $
ONLY

299

95

5 YEAR WARRANTY

.."I always knew you could do
it, Irving. I'm so proud of you."
Fresh Crop
California
Dried Fruits

LIST !406H

We ha ve local service & warranty on all that we sell. And we are the only local warranty station
on most lines of audio products.

Sitersotand
|

nite 'til 9 p.m.
brookdale store open every
ev<

Stereoland
Stereoland

brookdale s. moorhead • concept 208, fargo

new hours possible for MSC offices

STOP

Summer hours will continue
to be observed by personnel
manning most department and
administrative offices at
Moorhead State College through
the month of September and
may become the year-around
standard on this campus.

0i

GC

Traditionally, MSC offices
have observed 8 a.m. to noon
and 1 to 5 p.m. as normal
working hours during the
regular school year and 8 a.m.
to noon and 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. as
normal hours during summer
sessions.

it?
.

FOODS
ALL STOP &

At a meeting Aug. 31,
members of the Professional
Support Personnel
Advisory
Council, voted to recommend to
MSC President Roland Dille
that summer office hours be

GO LOCATIONS
OPEN TILL
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

Blues & Jazz festival Live and Direct
September 7, 8&9

SPECIALS!

• COUPON •

% GALLON
ICE CREAM

59

*

CPEN DAILY
7
•

-12

from 5:30 p.m. to 11:00
p.m.

MIDNIGHT

CHECKLIST OF VALUES

f

SUM-R-AID

•Fruit Drink .. 3 *>10®
JIMMY DEAN

•Pork Sausage ..
HOLSUM

•DONUTS .<8.) rr T. 49c
(•Fruit Drink .
29®
.

NORTH STAR

90 Pieces Reg. $1.09

•Band Aid SpecialNo.w69(
Prices and coupon in this advertisement
valid Sept. 5 thru Sept. 11

Bob Jenkins, Mr.
Bo, Boogie Woogie
Red, Lightnin Slim,
Washboard Willie,
Roosevelt Sykes,
and the Contempor
ary Jazz Quintet.)
4:00—Chicago Jazz Quar
tet
5:00—Pre-recorded fea
tures
6:00—Walter Horton
7:00—Jimmy Reed (not
8:00—Charles Mingus
9:00—The Ray Charles
Show '73 (with the
Raelettes)

Through the facilities of
National Public Radio,
KDSU will broadcast the
Ann Arbor Blues and Jazz
Festival live Friday through
Sunday, September 7, 8
and 9. Our regularly sched
uled programs will either
be aired at a different time
or deleted entirely so we
can bring you these spec
ial performances. The fol
lowing schedule is only ap
proximate and only indi
cates beginning times.
There may be some changes
and additions and special
interviews will be presented,
although they will not be
indicated on the schedule
since they will be used
only where time permits.

Friday,
Sept. 7

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

A.M.

observed through the month of opened discussion of the matter
September. During the month, a at the annual fall meeting.
formal survey will be taken of
personnel preferences among
In other matters . taken up at
those employees who normally this meeting, procedures were
work eight-hour daytime shifts outlined for the elections being
and the proposed change is conducted among professional
discussed by the Faculty support personnel this month at
Senate.
MSC for members of their first
senate and first advisory
Later that same day, at the council to the college president.
traditional fall meeting of all Both new bodies are required
professional support personnel, under the new MSC All-College
following an informal show-of- Constitution which became
hands vote, Dr. Dille approved effective last June.
the recommendation.
Herring urged support
Those offices where a personnel to become active on
majority of personnel wish to the new student-faculty-support
return to the full-hour lunch personnel committees that will
break schedule for this month be established under the new
may do so, according to Earl C o n s t i t u t i o n a s v i t a l
Herring, vice president for c o m p o n e n t s o f c a m p u s
Administrative Affairs, who government here.

The Ann Arbor

MIDNIGHT

All Flavors
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5:30—Introduction
5:45—Revolutionary En
semble (Le Roy
Jenkins, violin;
Sirone, bass; and
Jerome Cooper,
percussion)
6:45—J.B. Hutto and the
Hawks
7:45—Count Basie and his
Orchestra (Jimmy
Ricks, vocalist)
8:45—Leon Thomas
9:45—Freddie King
10:45—Wrapup
KDSU resumes regular pro
gramming
11:00—KDSU's Jazz Klozet
12:00—KDSU News
12:05—Music for the Late
Ones
1:30—Sign Off

Saturday
Sept. 8
from 10:30 a.m. to 11:15
p.m.
10:29—KDSU Sign On
10:30—John Lee Hooker
12:00—Yusef Lateef
1:00—Detroit Blues (Doc
tor Ross, Little Jun
ior, Arthur Gunther,
Baby Boy Warren,
Johnny Mae Matthews
Jake "The Shaker"
Woods, One String
Sam, Eddie Burns,

KDSU resumes regulapprogramming
11:15—KDSU's Jazz Klozet
12:00—KDSU News
12:05—Music for the Late
Ones
1:30—Sign Off

KDSU
FM Stereo

91.9 Megahertz
Public Radio Broadcasting from
North Dakota State I Diversity
Servhg the Tri-Collcgc Community

In Fargo-Moorhead
KDSU-FM broadcasts in stereo from 10:30 a.m.
to 1:30 a.m. seven days a week at 91.9 on the
FM band. We are affiliated with the National
Public Radio Network and offer an alternate form
of radio for the Fargo-Moorhead area.
We're not a Jukebox service with mediocre music
sandwiched between commercials and inane
chatter.
We offer a variety of musical styles...from Baroque
to hard rock, with opera, jazz, blues, folkmusic
and interesting talk programs.
Our extended hours began September 1 and on
weekday mornings we feature a new program
called "KDSU's Origional Hot Time Music Show
with Lots of Other Stuff Stuck in the Middle,"
a program in a magazine format featuring some
of the latest additions to our musical library
and feature reports from NPR, foreign broadcast
services reports on the arts and information from
the Fargo-Moorhead community, as well as news
from the Tri-College community.
KDSU is a different type of radio and we hope
you will tune us in for the best in FM
programming in and for the Fargo-Moorhead
area.

from 10:30 a.m. to 10:30
p.m.
10:29—KDSU Sign On
10:30—Infinite Sound
(Rolland Young,
reeds; Glen Howell,
bass)
11:45—Houston Stackhouse, Joe Willie
Wilkins and the King
Biscuit Boys
12:30—Victoria Spivey
and her Band
1:15—New Delta Creative
Music Ensemble
2:30—The Johnny Otis
Show (with Big
Joe Turner, Eddie
"Cleanhead" Vin
son, PeeWee Crayton, Louis Jordan,
The Mighty Flea,
Big Daddy Rucker,
Marie Adams and
the Three Tons of
Joy, the Ottisettes
and the Johnny
Otis Band)
5:00—Hound Dog Taylor
and the House Rock
ers
6:00—Mighty Joe Young
Blues Band (with
Eddie Taylor)
6:20—Homesick James
6:40—Lucille Spann
7:45—Sunra and his
Intergalactic Dis
cipline Arkestra
9:00—Luther Allison and
his Band
KDSU resumes regular pro
gramming

Dille

(cont. from p. 1)
At that point the Board will
have one of two options open to
it, Dillie explained. It can
either declare that the law does
not apply to the state college
system, or ask the state
legislature to change the law.
Either way, the Board will
probably give its approval of oncampus liquor. "I think they
will say it's not right for the
University students to have
rights denied to state college
students," Dille said.
Depending on whether or not
the legislature has to take
action, a change of policy might
not be implemented until late
spring, he added.

Also of great importance to
MSC during the 1973-74
academic year, according to
Dille, will be the process of
working into the new all-college
constitution adopted last spring.
The first step is to elect
advisory committees from the
faculty, staff and students, then
re-organize the college
committee structure. "We have
to see that the students have
majority voice on committees
where they have the major
responsibility. This may mean
some committee shake-ups," he
said.

The question of faculty
unionization is still to be settled,
Dille said. About a year ago,
the State College Board
recognized the Inter-Faculty
Organization (IFO) as the
official bargaining unit. The
Enrollment for fall quarter legitimacy of this designation
looks good, according to Dille, was challenged by the
although it is still impossible to Minnesota Federation of
tabulate final enrollment Teachers (MFT), another
figures. "More freshmen have teacher's union.
been accepted for this fall than
The director of the Bureau of
for last year, however, it isn't
Mediation
then ruled the State
unusual for 35 per cent of them
Board would have to negotiate
to cancel," he said.
separately with the faculty at
Dille added St. Cloud and each school, however, the
Moorhead are the only two Board has appealed that
s c h o o l s t h a t h a v e n o finding. The appeal has to be
expectations of a decline in heard before it is decided which
freshmen classes. "The others group will represent state
expect a decided decline," he c o l l e g e t e a c h e r s , D i l l e
explained.
said.
From a financial standpoint,
since there has been an over-all
enrollment decline, MSC is
working with less money than
post years, Dille said.
However, the State Legislature
has guaranteed funds for 72 per
cent of the projected enrollment
rather than the usual 72 per cent
of the actual enrollment.
"The solution to our problems
is very simple," Dille said, "to
work to get better and better at
the college. The high quality of
MSC has eliminated some
problems here that are found at
other schools."

t

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
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MMVDiri
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Home of

Levi's
Pants With
Their Own
Personality

No construction is planned for
MSC this year, but the college
will request an addition to the
Center for the Arts in January.
Work will begin this year on the
Union Plaza, now the plot of
land between Lommen Hall and
the Union.

FARGO • CONCEPT 208 •
WEST ACRES BISMARCK • MINOT

UII0TSOU

Introducing:
$50 minimum
IREE CHECKING!

Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900
T-SHIRTS
Sweat Shirts
BEACH TOWELS
Wind Breakers
BEACH BAGS
Glass Ware
CERAMIC MUGS
Glass Mugs
COLOSSAL MUGS
Insulated Mugs •
MUSTACHE MUGS
Pitchers, Glass & Plastic
STADIUM BLANKETS
Styrofoam Coolers
HASSOCK COOLERS
Swinger Coolers
COASTERS
Fishing Caps
LIGHTERS
Air Mattresses
BARBECUE APRONS
Barbecue Mitts
"YO YOs"
LIQUOR-WINE-BEER- ICE

THE
ROUND HOUSE
94 LIQUORS
Cor. 12th Ave. S & Old
Hiway 52
236-9494 — Moorhead

Write All The Checks You Want Free Simply
By Maintaining A $50.00 Balance. If You Fall
Below $50.00 You Pay Only 5 C A Check And
50 c Maintenance Charge. Still The Lowest In
Town. It's That Simple.
We Invite You To Stop In Today!

union state bank, the west acres bank,
people moving ahead, that's what banking is all about.
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Thurs., Fri. & Sat., Sept. 6, 7, 8

Robin Williams
At The

Wooden Nickel Coffeehouse
FREE

^

^ P.M.

From SUPB

Concordia Student Productions Presents

Raisin Flake, Inc. Presents
cThe c^Vitty

Qritty cDirt

Doc Severinsen

CB

Plus Comedian STEVE MARTIN

Sunday, September 16
8 P.M. At The Fargo Civic Auditorium
Sansui will be given away compliments of

$tereoland

Tickets in sale at $Ureelcmd in Moorhead and
Fargo $4.00 in advance, $4.50 at the door

ATEWAY
CINEMA
w

And
The Now Generation Brass
Featuring Today's Children

Saturday, Sept. 22
8 P.M.
at Concordia Memorial Auditorium
Tickets available at:
Daveaus— Fargo & Moorhead
Team Electronics—West Acres
Concordia Administration Building
For $3, $4, $5, and $6.

SHE'S DEADLY — SHE'S MEAN

The newest F-M Cinema theatre
welcomes all MSC students
back to Fargo-Moorhead and
would like to get to know you.

ADVOCATE
WANT ADS
Only 10"
For Students

DIAMOND
RINGS

Along with Delicious Popcorn
and Soft Drinks we also offer
Tacos, Pizzas and a variety of
Sandwiches.

"The Theatre Just Across The Bridge"
Located in the
Gateway East Convenience Center

A HALLMARK Presentation • Color by DeLuxe" • An AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL Release

ci
1

c 1973 American International Pictures. Inc.

Show Time:7:30-9:30, Mat. Sat.-Sun. at 2:00

ATEWAY
CINEMA

• Registered
•insured
Choose with confidence

302 MAIN

NEUBARTH'S

293-1430

MOORHEAD
CENTER MALL.

Located in the
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A freshman models the proverbial key to academic success.
0

4

class of '77

'I know I put that number in oneof these pockets!'

the shape <

"Now remember what I told you; stay out of small foreign cars
and don't smoke any of those funny cigarettes."
"What?

I'm not on the

P a g e 11

"I never thought a box full of dried leaves could be so heavy."

things to come

Isn't

this NDSU?'

"I sure hope I get a room on a co-ed floor!"
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this week
Sept. 12 — "Harold and Maude," SUPB film, Weld
Auditorium, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m., 50 cents.
Sept. 6 — ^Spoon River Anthology," Readers Theater,
Center for the Arts Auditorium, 7 p.m., free.
Sept. 6 —Clown, Dance, CMU Ballroom, 9-12 p.m., $1.50.
Sept. 6-8 — Robyn Williams, Wooden Nickel Coffeehouse,
9-12 p.m., free.
Sept. 7 — "The Freshman," SUPB film starring Harold
Lloyd, CMU Lounge, 8 p.m., free.
Sept. 9 — Art Exhibit, Alumni Lounge, Memorial Union,
NDSU.
Sept. 11 — Polka Dance, CMU Ballroom, Sponsored by
Panhellenic, 7 p.m., free.

Diane uaseman and Paul Vance weave through the intricacies of
'Spoon River" with song.

preview

readers to dish up 'Spoon River'
By Phil Hilker
It was 7:10 p.m.Bethea Stewart
(jr-Fargo) was late for
rehearsal. Director Michael
Kelly and the rest of the cast:
Paul Vance (sr-Bloomington),
Kevin Sauter (sr-Richfield),
Faye Couch (jr-Rapid City),
Mike Mellstrom (jr-Roseau)
and Diane Baseman (jr-Silver
Bay); sat around on an
unfurnished wooden platform
and joked about the absurdity of
daytime television mating and
dating games. Vance plucked
at his guitar while Baseman
imitated a Dating Game
contestant.

An intent Bethea Stewart reads her past.

back in the auditorium and
waited for the rehearsal to
begin. He reminded the actors
of some blocking changes and
slowly the stage went black.
Baseman began strumming her
guitar and singing a ballad as
each cast member walked onto
the stage. When the song was
over, a blue backdrop was
lighted and Edgar Lee Masters'
"Spoon River Anthology" had
begun.

Masters wrote "Spoon River"
to dispell the myth that the good
life is found only in the small
town.
In each vignette, a
Stewart walked on stage.
resurrected
inhabitant of
"I'm sorry, Mr. Kelly.
I Spoon River reveals his life's
thought it (rehearsal) was at story either by telling a tale or
7:30." She was carrying uttering a brief sentence.
hangers full of clothing which
Kelly checked out, asking if this
As the former living members
could be removed or what you of Spoon River, the cast
would wear with that.
performs admirably,
Especially good are Stewart
Kelly then sat about midway and Couch who have ways of

Mike Mellstrom, Faye Couch, Kevin Sauter and Bethea Stewart
are the resurrected souls of Spoon River. Photos by Dave Behriihgi

turning phrases that send chills
up spines. Baseman and Vance
do an excellent job as the
balladeers who say of Spoon
River, "... but once having left
you can never return ... you're
haunted, you're haunted
wherever you roam. Spoon
River, Spoon River is calling
me home."
Perhaps the biggest treat,
thoughts Mellstrom who gives a
command performance in
playing close to ten different
characters.
His affected
accents are unpretentious and
his entire manner is that of a
truly versatile and dedicated
actor.
"Spoon River Anthology," the
first Readers Theater
production of this year will be
presented tonight at 7:00 p.m. in
the Center for the Arts
Auditorium and admission is
free.
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Remember wnen...

All the love and all the laughter of the Broadway hit!

film

A F R A N K O V I C H PRODUCTION

'JC Superstar' not again!

Carats

Liv Ullmann i Gene Kelly
Edward Albert i Binnie Barnes

By Phil Hilker
Jesus'Christ's lineage has never seemed so
jaded as when considering the history of the
rock opera "Jesus Christ Superstar." The
album begat the Broadway show, which begat
1,001 authorized and unauthorized touring and
local companies, which begat the movie.

While the movie does carry the same name
and much of the same blood as the origianl
rock opera, it has been weakened by the fact
that Jesus Christ has been bastardized for
the sake of money. Therefore, Norman
Jewison's film version of "Jesus Christ
Superstar" comes off as the ultimate gamble
in an attempt to cash in on the popularity of
the rock opera.
The film itself is a pop version of the
Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice opera.
Special photographic effects, explosive
choreography and the rock music itself, in

You enjoyed a movie so
^
^ o u c o u l d h a r diy
much
wait to tell your friends.
Well...that day is here again!

addition to its Biblical setting, suspend
"Superstar" in some sort of cloak of
surrealism. In terms of the film, this works,
though, lending itself to the eternity of the
story of Jesus Christ.

COLUMBIA PICTURES SSSSSSSl
Cinema I, West Acres
2:00-7:15-9:15

Holiday
Inn

i&n <

WEST ACRES SHOPPING CENTER

The movie that
all of F-M fell in love with!

As Christ, Ted Neeley refused to open his
mouth and therefore screamed his way
through the role. Mary Magdalene (Yvonne
Elliman) and Judas Iscariot (Carl Anderson)
were both extraordinary in roles that
demanded more of them than the rest of the
cast combined.
A lyric in Judas' opening song refers to the
fact that Jesus' followers have too much
"heaven on their minds" and then follows
with, "It was beautiful but now it's gone sour.
Yes it's all gone sour." Once again, Jesus
Christ has been give the sponge full of
vinegar.

M^UiXnva

a

The Directors Company presents

WUIKMMTKII

PIWKTMH

"PiPU

A Pa-c-c- r -: <e sue ' - -L

>

Cinema II
West Ac res

Daily 2:15-7:30-9:30

"THE FUNNIEST MOVIE
I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR! JUST GO,
RUN, TO SEE IT!
ft

—Archer

Winsten.

New York Post

of

MOORHEAD

PRESENTS

Razzberry
Brandy
IN
THE

HOLIDAY
HALL
OPENING
TUESDAY,
SEPT. 4

I0VERS ArtD OTHER fTRAflGERI
Peggy Sholy, Vocalist - John Leppart, Guitar - Mike Colby, Base Goitce - John Leppart, Drums
—_ A SUBSIDIARY
JOSEPH BOLOGNA.
DAVID BROAOCASTING
ZEIAG t,WUW*rCOMPANIES
'
,,
or THE AND
AMERICAN

. • ..rwvmnaa
rti BtHl ITf D Br
CINERAMA RTIW
RELEASING W
CORPORATION.
WRTROCOLOR* • O'STRIBUTEO
B* CINERAM*

,NC

DANCING A FUN FOR EVERYONE
FROM 9 P.M. to 12:45 A.M.

Cinema 70

(No Cover Charge)

Eve. —7:15-9:20

IN MOORHEAD
JUNCTION HIGHWAY 75 A 1-94

ADVOCATE
WANT ADS
Only 10'
For Students

1 Mile So. of 1-94
on U.S. 81

Sat. & Sun. Mats
2:00

THE BEST DAMN BANK ROBBER IN THE WORLD!

HURRY!

The final daY of

this special limited
engagement
is coming.

IT'S THE PLACE TO GO

HEALTH
FOODS

NATURAL* ORGANIC
VITAMINS & FOODS
High Protein Foods
Low Calorie- Diet Foods
Dried Fruits - Juices - Teas
Grains - Cereals • Flours
Minerals- Oils- Yogurl
Raw and Roasted Nuts
Special Candy Bars
Health Books& Magazines

tit

Hugh A Florence Ansfett
53 S. 4, Moorhead
- S34-5W

•

(w

.he was the gangster's gangster.

PARK
FREE!

OCKER
BACK
SEATS

Nightly'
8:00
Sat. & Sun.
2:30-4:30-8:00

Winner
of 5
Academy
Awards!
Including
"Best
Picture"
(1965)

J
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official bulletin
(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices musf be received by 10 a.m.
! ,?£??- ?Y. pI'or to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
to Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar
FALL CALENDAR: The following dates should be observed for the Fall
1973 Quarter:
Monday-Tuesday, September 10-11 — Program Changes. Students may
drop and or add classes on these two days without paying Change of Program
fees. Refunds will be given if changes result in fewer credits. See the
alphabetic schedule in the Fall 1973 Class Schedule.
Wednesday, September 19 — Last day to add classes. Last day to elect
Pass-No Credit option. Last day to drop classes from record (classes dropped
after tenth class day will be recorded with withdrawals).

free cookout set Thursday
United Campus Ministry will
have a free cookout at 5 p.m.,
Thursday, Sept. 6, at their

Center, 1313-9th Ave., S., come. We will have a program
Moorhead. New and old about our ministry.
students are encouraged to

Welcome Back Students
MSC SUNDAY SPECIAL
11 -9 Every Sunday

SIRLOIN STEAK

Friday, Oct ober 5 — Columbus Day; No Classes.
Friday, October 12 — Fall Quarter midterm. Deadlines for submitting
applications for students graduating Fall 1973.
Friday, November 2 — Deadline for withdrawal from classes. Students
must receive letter grades after this date.
Monday-Friday, November 5-9 — Pre-registration for Winter 1974.
Wednesday-Friday, November 14-16
(examinations) for Fall 1973 Quarter.

—

Final

class

schedules

++ + + + + + +

CALENDARS AVAILABLE: Pocket-sized printed schedules of events
during 1973-1974 are available without charge at the Admissions and Records
Office in Owens Hall.

Zuvekas publishes article
Dr. Clarence Zuvekas Jr.,
associate professor of
economics at Moorhead State
College, is the author of one and
co-author of another article
scheduled for publication this
fall in professional journals.
He wrote an article entitled
"Determining Agricultural
Sector Growth Rates in Less
Developed Countries: The Case
of Ecuador" for the fall isue of
Inter American Economic
Affairs.

UlEST
SHOPPING CENTER

He is co-author of an article
entitled "Agrarian Reform in
Ecuador: An Evaluation of Past
Efforts and the Development of
a New Approach," expected to
appear soon in Economic
Development and
Cultural
Change.
Dr. Zuvekas has been at MSC
since September 1971.

Reg.s2.49—-NOW

2 • 09

Complete with tossed salad, baked potato and
Texas

toast. MSC Students and Faculty only.
(I.D. Needed)

2515 SOUTH UNIVERSITY

BONANZA
ISIRLOIN PIT

Student Air
Hockey Tournament
Sept. 21 & 22
Valuable Gift Certificates
As Prizes.
No Purchase Necessary.

R E G I S T E R FOR F R E E T U I T I O N

For your cold beer and kegs
Go To

THE BEER DEPOT
1301 5th St. So., Fargo

OPEN UNTIL 12:30 A.M.
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
Lutheran Students
On Campus

WELCOME YOU
To

Parking Lot Picnic
Sunday, Sept, 9th,
4-7 p,m.
Our Redeemer Parking Lot (2 blocks
South of campus, 1000 S, 14th St,)

We offer FREE gifts
for all new student
checking accounts!

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
In Moorhead

An Affiliate of Northwest Bancorporation
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'76 scholarship fund

UIEST

reaches $200,000
By Calvin Singleton

Moorhead State's "Promise
of '76" Scholarship Fund
received $200 thousand after the
first concerted effort to raise
money ended on June t, 1973.
The goal, however, is still to
raise a half million by 1976.

leadership scholarships at $200
apiece and ten merit
scholarships at $150 apiece were
awarded.
The rest were
upperclass scholarships, that
ranged from $50-$150 apiece.
There were 78 of them awarded,
totaling $6,350.

Jenkins said the committee
that awarded the scholarships
Of the $200 thousand, $62,000 had fallen slightly short of the
is in the form of defered gifts. amount of money it had hoped it
This leaves about $50,000 a year could give upper classmen.
for scholarships, according to
Dr. John Jenkins, chairman of
The committee divided the
s o l i c i t a t i o n s f r o m upperclass students that
administration staff members applied into fifths, according to
at MSC. Jenkins, also served on their grade point averages, and
the committee that distributed a little better than the upper two
the scholarships.
fifths were awarded
scholarships.
This year, however, $68,150
in scholarships were
awarded through the fund. The
bulk of them went to incoming
freshmen.
The scholarships were
handed out on the basis of
merit.
"Need was not a
consideration in the awarding of
the scholarships," said Jenkins.

Two types of scholarships
were awarded to incoming
freshmen and junior college
transfer students. They are the
cum laude and the presidential.
The cum laude is based on
records that indicate the
individuals scholastic ability.
High school records and ACT
test results for incoming
freshmen and grade point
averages for transfer junior
college students were the
criteria used for this type of
scholarship.

All of the scholarships
awarded are one year
scholarships. Jenkins felt,
however, that the committee
should decide whether or not
they had a moral obligation to

continue support for the
incoming freshmen that were
awarded scholarships this year.
"But we have made no
promises," Jenkins said.

REGISTER FOR FREE TUITION

Jenkins said however not all
this money will be available for
the ' 'Promise of '76"
Scholarship Fund.
This is because some of the
money in this total is from funds
already started and was
included in the Collars for
Scholars total in order to give
recognition to the donors.

THE MOST IK DRY CLEAMIHO

"SILL" DRY CLEANING
ONLY

VALUABLE COUPON

SE"6"13

SUITS and
DRESSES

COATS
Any Cloth Coot
• Children's • Men's
• ladies'

Any Motched SUIT or
Any 1-piece Plain DRESS

CAR COATS, RAINCOATS
OVERCOATS

CLEANED THE RIGHT
WAY!

$159

$159
Ea.
No limit With Coupon

Trousers & Slacks,
Skirts(plain), Blouses,
Sweaters

69

BULK
CLEANING
• Cleaned • Bagged
* Hung On Hangers

5

No Limit With Coupon.
Perfectly Dry Cleaned
& Professionally Finished.

S1 99

LBS.

IMinimum

Additional lbs. -40' Per lb.

Our Dry Cleaning Guaranteed to Your Satisfaction
or Your Money Cheerfully Refunded!

MEXICAN Staie

A
AMERICAN
STATE

BANK
Asm/i

Upperclass students were
awarded 94 scholarships
totaling $9,050.
These were
three types: leadership, merit
and upper class. All three types
were awarded according to
grade point averages.
Six

Valuable Gift Certificates
As Prizes.
No Purchase Necessary.

mmm:

No limit With Coupon

There were 32 scholarships
awarded to , junior college
transfer students totaling
$4,950. Of these, one was a $300
cum laude scholarship and 31
were $150 cum laude faculty
scholarships.

SHOPPING CENTER

Sept. 21 & 22

As for future plans to raise
money, Jenkins said the faculty
would probably be asked to
continue the support they gave
last year. Last year $27,000
were raised through the Dollars
for Scholars fund drive, which
solicited money from faculty
members tokick-off the over-all
effort that led to "Promise of
'76".

Fur lining or Collars Extra

There were 211 scholarships
awarded to incoming freshmen
that totaled $54,000. Of these,
107 were $300 Cum Laude
scholarships, 25 were $150 cum
laude faculty scholarships, 50
were $300 presidential
scholarships and 29 were $150
presidential
faculty
scholarships.

Hockey Tournament

One HOUR

Ea.

The other type, the
presidential scholarship, is
based on leadership talent and
participation in school
activities, withless emphasis on
scholastic averages.

Student Air

W

Striving to meet student needs
+ Free minimum balance checking
+ Drive in teller windows
+ Friendly fast service

TEMPERATURE

DRIVE IN BANKING
CUSTOMER PARKING

Downtown Moorhead

Member FDIC
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sports
Minot State to face
rebuilt Dragon team
in season opener
The pieces of the Dragon
football puzzle are beginning to
fall together, but head coach
Ross Fortier admits much
remains to be accomplished as
Moorhead State College gets
ready for its opening game
Sept. 8 against Minot State.
Fortier and his staff are faced
with a major reconstruction
project, especially on defense.
The Dragons lost their entire
front four, two linebackers and
both safeties from last year's
defensive array. In addition,
Fortier must find replacements
for five departed seniors for the
offensive line.

"We're making headway,"
Fortier mentioned Monday,
"but we're certainly not ready
for a game yet. There have been
some pleasant surprises, but
our depth situation does not look
very good."
The Dragon practice schedule
included two-a-day drills, a
policy that was enforced for the
two weeks of practice.

Dragon players perform "ballet" during practice.

Traditionally a strong
offensive cast, the Dragons
appear capable of maintaining
that tradition this fall. All three
varsity quarterbacks from last
...Continued on Page 1 7
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Photos by Pat Gerlach
(Left) Ross Fortier, Dragon Head Coach and newly appointed athletic director.
(Above) Dan Kostich demonstrates his ail conference blocking techniques to Dragon players.

Fortier named athletic director
intramurals
Intramural activities at Moorhead State College will continue on
the same path as last spring, with participation-place-points being
awarded, according to Bob Brcrrme, new intramural director.
Bromme, who replaced student coordinator Dan Purcell, has given
up his assistent basketball coaching job to devote more time to the
program. Bromme will retain his head tennis coaching position.
Helping Bromme will be student assistant, Doug Lueders (jrCanby).
Bromme urges students and faculty to sign up for as many events
as possible.
Featured again this year will be an 18 hole golf
tournament at the Maple River Golf Course Sept. 24.
Listed below is fall quarter's scheduled intramural events.
ACTIVITY
REGISTRATION
Flash Football
Coed
Sept. 10-14
Men
Sept. 10-14
Golf Tournament
Sept. 24
Sept. 24
Tennis Tournament
One Goal Basketball
3 on 3
Oct. 15-19
Coed Volleyball
Oct. 15-19
Coed Cross country Meet
Oct. 24

COMPETITION BEGINS
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

17
18
24
1

Ross Fortier, head football
coach at Moorhead State
College since 1970, was
appointed Director of Athletics
at MSC, May 22.
Fortier, 35, replaces Dr. T. E.
Smith, who relinquished his
duties as athletic director at the
end of May. Smith remained on
the Moorhead State staff as a
professor of health, physical
education and recreation.
Fortier retained his football
coaching duties, beginning his
fourth season as head coach of
the Dragons this fall.
An outstanding high school
athlete at Bemidji, Mn., Fortier
attended North Dakota State
University. Co-captain of the
1959 Bison football squad,
Fortier earned 11 collegiate
athletic letters at NDSU. He
remained at NDSU for two
years following graduation
before moving to Melrose,
Minn, where he coached
football and baseball for two
years.

Fortier arrived at Moorhead
State in 1964 as a graduate
assistant. He earned his
Master's Degree in 1965 and
stayed on the Dragon staff as
assistant football and
basketball coach until returning
to North Dakota State
University as an assistant
football coach in 1967. He

accepted the head
duties at Moorhead
College in 1970 and
compiled a three-year recor
18-8-2. He guided the Dragor
the 1971 Northe
Intercollegiate Confer
football title and gained
Football Coach of the Ye
honors.

rec news
Bowling will again highlight activities at the games room of
Comstock Memorial Union, according to Gary Webber (srRichfield), the new student manager.
Leagues will be formed for men, women and mixed doubles. The
registration deadline is Sept. 19.
The deadline for registering for free bowling and pool lessons is
Sept. 12. All interested should sign up in the games room.
Recreation news will be run regularly throughout the year in the
Advocate.

football
(cont. from p. 16)
year's squad return in seniors
Tim Rubis (Lakefield) and Dan
Woodbury (White Bear Lake)
and junior Mike Dorsey
(Minneapolis Washburn).
Woodbury has the most varsity
experience of the trio and has a
slight edge on Rubis and
Dorsey, but the issue is far from
settled.
Premier runningback George
Spanish (Hibbing) is set at one
backfield spot, with junior
fullback Jack Holewa (St.
Anthony) and junior college
import Russ Henegar
(Bismarck, ND) other prime
candidates.
Sophomore Bill
Haataja (Menahga) should help
as well. Spanish placed eighth
on the NAIA national rushing
chart with 1,213 yards last fall.

Senior flanker Ri6k Manke
(Marshall) will be hard to
dislodge from starting status.
Manke moved into a starting
position midway through his
freshman season and has been a
regular ever since. Sophomore
Mark Rasmussen (Fridley) has
been impressive as a wide
receiver as well.
Senior Lee Eklund (Isle) and
junior college transfer John
Richman (Lebanon, IN) are
currently paired at tight ends
on offense. Senior Fred Zbacnik
(Hibbing) and freshman Kirk
Erickson (Cloquet) are
principal challengers. Senior
Steve Johnson (Duluth Denfeld)
is set at one tackle spot w i th
junior college tranfer Wayne
Byzewski (Grand Forks, ND)
and sophomore Mark Thoeny
(Hopkins Lindbergh) the prime

Haircuts

contenders for the remaining
tackle slot. Seniors Bob Hodorff
(Richfield) and Gene Wohlsdorf
(Grand Rapids) are presently
running at first team guard with
senior Jim Rivard (St. Cloud
Cathedral) also in the picture.
Sophomores Randy Sorenson
(White Bear Lake) and Tom
Stuckey (Roselle, IL)
are
leading center candidates.

Paul) and Dow Myers
(Bloomington, IN) are the
leading tackle prospects.
Myers, a late arrival, has been
slowed by an ankle injury.

Sophomore Dick Sagehorn
(Bertha-Hewitt) is currently
the Dragon's starting middle
linebacker with seniors Dave
McGaha (Bloomington Lincoln)
and Mike Reem (Aitkin) on the
outside. Junior Bob Larson
Despite all the unanswered
The defense presents evq§ (Wadena), a strong starting questions, Fortier has been
more questionmarks for the applicant, has also been idled pleased with the Dragons'
Dragon
c o a c h i n g by an ankle injury.
progress. " T h e s pir it a n d
staff.
Juniors Curt
enthusiasm is good and there
The Dragon secondary has
Draheim (Olivia) and Chtick been a pleasant surprise to has been some good hitting in
Holden (St. Louis Park) and F o r t i e r . E i g h t c a n d i d a t e s our scrimmages. Our overall
sophomore Perry
Piersol remain in starting contention, condition is improving, and
(Dilworth) a r e vying f o r according to Fortier. Senior more hot weather this week
starting spots at end while C r a i g H a u k e d a h l ( D e t r o i t should help. Our execution
needs to improve, but that can
senior
D a y e M a r t e n s Lakes), juniors Craig Anderson be expected at this stage of
(Hutchinson) and sophomores (Battle Lake), Stan Eggen practice," Fortier added.
Jerry Helmueller (South St. ( D i l w o r t h ) , B o b J a p p e

Mister
DonjuCb

235-3109

Gypsy Haircuts
Page Boy Haircuts
London Bob Haircuts
Short Layered Haircuts

NATURAL LOOKS
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(Tracy) and Craig Krause
(Moorhead) and sophomores
Scott Baglien (Minneapolis
Washburn), Bob Schaefer
(Osakis) and Dan Smith
(Moorhead)" are in the starting
picture. Jappe and Haukedahl
maintained a starting status as
cornerbacks last
fall, but
Haukedahl has been switched to
strong safety.
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1102 First Ave. North

Tom's ParkTowers House of Beauty 501 So r

Welcome Back
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SHOPPING CENTER

Student Air
Hockey Tournament
Sept. 21 & 22
Valuable Gift Certificates
As Prizes.
No Purchase Necessary.

REGISTER FOR FREE TUITION

50 FREE Personalized
Checks When You Open
Your Account At M.S.B.
CHECK CASHING HASSLE.

• Convenient Banking Hours-Open
'Til 7:30 P.M. Monday & Friday
Nights
• Bank Where You Shop
MOORHEAD STATE BANK

PHONE 233-6141
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BUY 3 DONUTS GET

2 Donuts Free
REGULAR ASSORTMENT
Coupon good now thru Sept. 15, 1973

IMiSter Doruxt

Hello Students. .
The Mill Liquor Store
1621 Main Ave.
MOORHEAD

• 12 Blocks From Campus

B

OPEN
24
HOURS

MSC

Come meet us at

TODAY AND END THE

HOLIDAY MALL

CUP THIS COUPON

We'd like to get to know you.

OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT

M

We appreciate the patronage MSC students have
given us and are offering this coupon and
quantity discounts for organizations, groups,
frats, sororities ... Call 293-9240

M

B

Your friendly neighborhood liquor store
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faculty changes
(cont. from p. 1)
Several changes have also
been made in the Foreign
Language Department this
year. Edward Clark has left on
sabbatical leave and Delray
Dvoracek is taking a leave of
absence to work on his
doctorate. Thomas Fante and
Mary Jones are new to the
department. Returning from a
leave is Nicholas Neustaedter.
Foreign language instructors at
MSC will also be teaching a few
courses at North Dakota State
University this year.
Dietta Watsdon and Allan
Holmes have resigned from the
Health and Physical Education
Department. Margy Shaeffer
will be teaching two courses per
quarter. Thus there was a slight
reduction in staff.
Dr. Walter Stotzer has
resigned from the History
Department and is living in
Germany. Dr. Dieter Berninger
is on a leave of absence for fall
quarter only. He also will be
teaching part time in Minority
Group Studies. Dr. Lysle Meyer
has returned from sabbatical
leave and Dr. Nelson Wyatt will
be leaving on sabbatical this
year.

formerly with the New Center,
will be teaching photography
courses this year. Philip Stange
is also joining the Mass
Communications Department
this year.
Dr. Gary Deatsman has
resigned from the Mathmatics
Department. Dr. Warren
Thompson has returned from a
leave of absence. New math
instructors are Dr. Don Mattson
from Mankato State and Dr.
James Hatzenbuhler from the
University of Kansas.

This year there was a large
turnover in Minority Group
Studies. The new chairman is
David Beaulieu. Marva Kanig
has resigned. Joining the
faculty are Dr. Nellie Kanno
and Delbert Broker. Broker will
be a part time advisor to
American Indian students and
will also teach a course on the
Minnesota Indians.

The only change in the Music
Department this year was the
resignation of Dr. William
Bunch.
Dr. Frederich Bauck and Dr.
David Schove have resigned
from the
Philosophy
Department. Returning from
sabbatical leave is Dr. Arnold
Johanson.

Dr. Walter Wesley, Physics
Changes in the Humanities
Faculty include the loss of i n s t r u c t o r , i s t a k i n g a
Glenn Ringstad on a sabbatical sabbatical leave this year. Dr.
in England and Dr. John Gibbs Warren Thompson will be
to do research at St. John's teaching astronomy on a part
University. Dr. James Stevens time basis.
is the new acting chairman of
the department and will also be
Dr. Byron Schmid has left the
teaching in the Tri-College
Political Science Department
Forum.
and Dr. A. Khoshkish is back
Alan Carter has left the Mass after doing research on the
Communicatons Department on United Nations.
a leave of absence to study in
Mexico. Paul Sullivan has
resigned to accept ? position at
Dr. Rudolph Chang-Yit is on
Evansville University in
Indiana. His position will be sabbatical leave from the
covered by several part time Psychology Department this
professionals. Terry Lien, year.

•m
WEST

A number of changes have
also been made in the
Administration this year. Dean
Charles E. P. Simmons has
resigned to become the vicepresident of Academic Affairs
at the University of Evansville
in Indiana. Chet Lacy has
retired as director of
development and Dr. John
Jenkins will assume his duties.

Dr. Larry Jones from the
Education Department will be
the Director of Secondary
Education, Director of
Continuing Education and
responsiblefor off-campus
programs.

Darrel Meinke, current
director of Instructional
Resources, will also be the
John Johnson has replaced
Several changes have also
director of Institutional
Mike
Studley
at
the
Placement
been made in the SociologyResearch.
Anthropology Department. Drs. Office.
Lawrence Falk and Charles
The Internship Program will
William Bowmen has left
Fortney have resigned. Coming
into the department are Dr. Counseling Services and will be be directed by Dean William
J o h n B r u c e , f r o m t h e replaced by Joe Daniels, a Truman".
University of Alabama, and Dr. former MSC student.
Thus, as Dr. Hanson explains,
Kenneth Arnes, who has just
Dean
William
Jones
will
add
because
23 faculty members
completed his doctorate. James
St. Clair is on a leave of absence to his duties, Director of had to be cut budgetwise, some
Summer Session and acting departments underwent heavy
to work on his doctorate.
dean of the Faculties of Social reductions and changes while
and Behavioral Sciences.
some remained the same.
Leaving the Speech-Theatre
Department are Dr. Patrick
McDonough, Steven Leth,
William Goodwin and Margaret
Addicott. Returning from
sabbatical leave is Dr. David
Scott and Hazel Scott is back
from leave of absence. New to
the Theatre Department are
Paul Wonsek and Paul Kuritz.
David Johnson has left the
New Center and returned to
Washington, D.C. Peter Dahl
and Adam Sacks have also
resigned. New director of the
Center is Dr. Catherine
Warrick. Joining the Center are
Michael Greenwood, Judy
Knudson and Michael Mesker.

Dr. Mark LeRud has left the
Student Health Service Center.
Three local physicians will be
serving this year on a part-time
basis.

Swanhild Kaste has retired
from the Library and Lawrence
Reed is taking a leave of
absence. Elsie Lee has
transferred to the Library from
the Education Department.
Donald Jensen has left his
position as Director of
Comstock Memorial Union.

r

1
10%discounton any regular
priced album or pre-recorded
tape with this coupon
at

M»f^usic Man
Stereos — Tapes — Records
Holiday Mall
Moorhead, Minn.
Phone 236-7338

61 Broadway
Fargo, N.D.
Phone 237-3566

We Specialize in Custom Paint
and Fiberglass Bodies

AUTO BODY

Free Estimates
1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102

Dial 232-2703

Student Air
Hockey Tournament
Sept. 21 & 22

SHOPPING CENTER

Dophne Skretvedt of the
Social Services Department has
resigned. Pam Griffin has left
due to the end of a grant. New to
the department are Joan Sudel,
who was recently at the
Minnesota Metropolitan State
College, and Richard DuBard
from the University of North
Dakota.

WEST ACRES

Valuable Gift Certificates
As Prizes.
No Purchase Necessary.

REGISTER FOR FREE TUITION

For Your Clothing
Need Shop The

TOGGERY
Brookdale—South Moorhead

SCENE
Downtown—Fargo

Welcome back to
Moorhead -Fargo
and deLendrecie's . . .
where you'll find a complete
selection of the fashions you
prefer at reasonable prices.
Stop in soon.
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co-managers

want ads

to operate

FOR S A L E : 6'/2- c u b i c
refrigerator. Call 236-8452.

Student Union
Moorhead State College's
Comstock Memorial Student
Union will be operated this
school year by three familiar
and experienced hands serving
as co-managers.

foot

WANTED: Female type wanted to
share apartment with two other
females. For information, call 2363910.

FOR S A L E :
1966 Lincoln
Continental; excellent condition,
.$600., Call 236-8452.

With the departure this
summer of Don Jensen, former
Union director who accepted a
position at Cape Cod College in
Maine, Vice President for
Student Personnel.
Robert
MacLeod announced the
Student Union will be operated
jointly by:
+Bruce Chambers, former
recreation director, who will
serve now as Union operations
and recreation manager;

PERSONAL: Wanda — Is the
Pope Catholic? Of course I know
who that is! Kelly O'Connor! That
was a real ruff one. Melvin.

f o r SALE: Schwinn, SportsTour, 10-speed bicycle. Call 236-6258.

GIVE AWAY: One small, white,
house-trained kitten. Call 232-2242.

PERSONAL: Melvin — Riddle me
this: What girl do you know who
looks like a dog and claims her dad
is an irish setter? Wanda.

6:30-9 p.m. — Freshmen English testing — Hagen 105, Library Auditorium.
6:30 p.m. — IVCF "Get Together" — Campus School Gym
_ Reader's Theatre presents: Spoon River Anthology — CA
7' p m

U

Auditorium
9 p m ' _ coffeehouse Circuit presents: ROBYN Wl LLIAMS

-(-Connie Oxton, account
clerk, who now will handle the
duties of over-all Union
business manager;
-l-Mrs. Dorothie Nordick,
senior clerk typist, who now will
handle the duties of over-all
office manager for the Union
and manager of the Et Cetera
Shop.

( or just look like one)

Finishing and Modeling
Course
Be the girl who's way
ahead - in any chosen
field. Choose
your s today.
Gain new poise,
popularity, and
confidence.

ENROLL TODAY

9

.. .
Union

p. m . _ Coffeehouse Circuit presents: ROBYN Wl LLI AMS — Union

S S 9"l^a.^m, S —'Freshmen

English testing - Hagen 105, Library Auditorium
1:30 p.m. —Football: MSC v s . Minot State—Nemzek Field
7:30 p.m. — Junior Varsity Football: MSC vs. Itasca Junior College

Nemzek Field
..
.
9 p. m . — Coffeehouse Circuit presents: ROBYN Wl LLI AMS — Union
Monday, Sept. 10
8 _ 5 p m. — Regional TV Conference— Ballroom, Union
9 . 4 p m. — Professional Fifth Year Workshop —Coffeehouse, Union
7 _ 9 p m . — Rush Party Sig Taus — Coffeehouse and Room 202 Union

Oxton's work will include
maintenance of daily, monthly
and yearly records of income
and expenditures, preparation
of time cards on Union
employees, maintenance of
change and check funds,
maintenance of vending
machine records, payment of
Union bills, reconciling bank
statements, billing
organizations that rent Union
facilities and maintaining
necessary liaison with the MSC
Business Office.
Nordick's work, in addition to
full management of the Et
Cetera Shop, will include
supervising most student help
(in cooperation with her comanagers), serving as liaison
with Slater Food Service,
community groups and campus
groups in arranging programs
and expanded secretarial duties
for Union operations.
All three will cooperate in
interviewing student help.

233-2461
24 Hour
Towing & Wrecker
Service

"STUDIO
MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
FREE

204 Broadway » West Acres

m.

WEST
SHOPPING CENTER

Why is Bikeway giving away worthless coupons?
Because many of our bicycles are reduced to •
cost, and the rest are marked way down. So why I
I
mess with coupons!

B I K E W A Y CYCLE C E N T E R
2107 3rd Avenue Fgo. 293-1044
Valid Only Where Prohibited By Law

Student Air
Hockey Tournament
Sept. 2t & 22
Valuable Gift Certificates
As Prizes.
No Purchase Necessary.
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HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

3
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FREE

REGISTER FOR F R E E T U I T I O N

uni®n

NON-VALUABLE "COUPON,

FREE I

This coupon entitles you to
a free makeup lesson. For
appt. call 232-2503 where a
new look is waiting for you.

Tuesday, Sept. 11
.
9.4 p.m. — Professional Fifth Year Workshop —Coffeehouse, Union
7 p m. — Polka Dance (Panhellenic) — Ballroom, Union
Wednesday, Sept. 12
8-5 p.m. — Mental Retardation Workshop — Comstock Union
9 . 4 p . m . - Professional Fifth Y e a r Workshop — Coffeehouse, Union
7 p.m. — Campus Crusade Meeting — Room 202, Union

Inquire about classes at your
free makeup lesson.

COUPON

FREE

Friday, Sept. 7
8-30-4 p.m. — Tuition fee payment — Flora Frick262
6-30-9 p.m. Freshmen English testing - Hagen 105, Library Auditor.urn
7:30 p.m. — Moorhead High School Football vs. Fargo North — Nemzek

Chambers will be in charge of
building maintenance, new
equipment purchases,
maintaining
existing
equipment, rental of lockers
and display window spaces,
signing contracts for Student
Union Program Board
functions, training night
managers, maintaining
relations with the Association of
College Unions International
and continuing full
management of the Union
Games Room.

Has Moved

To 524 N. 5th St., Fargo
New LP's $3.99
Used LP's $ 1.00 - $3.98
WE BUY AND SELL USED LP'S
Member of Tri-College Co-op

it's the
real thing
Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Fargo-Moorhead

Ken's Brookdale Liquors
Invites You To Come In And Check Our

ADVOCATE
WANT ADS
Only 10*
For Students

Be a Model

events calendar
Thursday, Sept. 6
8 : 3 0 - 4 p .m. —Tuition fee payment— Flora Frick262
9 . 1 2 — Fall quarter student teaching orientation meeting — Comstock

FOR SALE: 1962 Buick Ek-ctra
225, with air, full power and
everything. A real love mobile for
only $300. Call 237 5119.

Welcome To
Moorhead Specials
BROOKDALE SHOPPING CENTER, MOORHEAD

233-2222

Set

Sail
For The
Towne Square

9 Shoppers
Register for prizes in every store including
grand prize AM-FM radio with 8-track & 2 15" speakers.
Come view art display by M.A.V.T.I.

Open till 9:00 Every Night Except. Sat.

Grand Opening
Thurs.-Sat., Sept. 13-15.
Gateway East Shopping Center
300 Main Ave., Fargo

J

Open 24 Hours

Welcome Back
Highway 75 South

Highway 10 at 1-29

Moorhead

Fargo

Open 24 Hours

Open 24 Hours

West Acres Shopping Center
Fargo
Open 7 a.m. - 11 a.m.

